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Submerged: Adventures of America's Most Elite Underwater Archeology Team
"Anyone fascinated by the underwater world will be riveted by the photos in this richly illustrated guide
Readers can lose themselves in the magnificent environment beneath the sea." --Publishers Weekly on
the first edition of Reef Life The lure of the life that inhabits the ocean's reefs and open waters is no
secret to scuba enthusiasts and snorkelers who enjoy gazing upon this wonderful world through their
dive masks. This practical and comprehensive guidebook for divers, naturalists and ocean lovers
identifies the most commonly encountered animals and other organisms in the tropical marine
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environment and identifies them in more than 1,000 beautiful color photographs to provide a window
into this magnificent world. This updated edition features new photos, 33 new species profiles and an
extended chapter about the state of the ocean and reefs on our rapidly changing planet. Reef Life is a
handy, portable and comprehensive reference in a time when understanding and appreciating the
diversity of our tropical oceans is at a critical point. A gallery of over 425 ray-finned fish species, as
well as elasmobranchs (sharks, rays and skates), invertebrates, marine reptiles and marine mammals,
offers readers an extensive identification guide to the most commonly seen marine species, with detailed
descriptions of size, habitat, range and behavior. The book also includes: A guide to tropical marine
ecosystems; Surveys of global coral reef communities, from the Caribbean to the Red Sea; A discussion
about factors threatening marine ecosystems today. This is an essential selection for marine science and
travel/tourism collections, scuba divers and snorkelers, and retailers and libraries in oceanside locations.

On Kiki's Reef
Poetically cumulative text and illustrations capture the relationships between plants and animals in the
ecology of the Great Barrier Reef.

The Coral Triangle
"The incredible variety of marine life--in numbers, body form, behavior, and more--is at the heart of
Citizens of the Sea, an irresistible plunge into the surprising world beneath the waves."-from inside
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cover.

Into the Planet
An urgent and illuminating portrait of forest migration, and of the people studying the forests of the past,
protecting the forests of the present, and planting the forests of the future. Forests are restless. Any time
a tree dies or a new one sprouts, the forest that includes it has shifted. When new trees sprout in the same
direction, the whole forest begins to migrate, sometimes at astonishing rates. Today, however, an array
of obstacles—humans felling trees by the billions, invasive pests transported through global
trade—threaten to overwhelm these vital movements. Worst of all, the climate is changing faster than
ever before, and forests are struggling to keep up. A deft blend of science reporting and travel writing,
The Journeys of Trees explores the evolving movements of forests by focusing on five trees: giant
sequoia, ash, black spruce, Florida torreya, and Monterey pine. Journalist Zach St. George visits these
trees in forests across continents, finding sequoias losing their needles in California, fossil records
showing the paths of ancient forests in Alaska, domesticated pines in New Zealand, and tender new
sprouts of blight-resistant American chestnuts in New Hampshire. Everywhere he goes, St. George
meets lively people on conservation’s front lines, from an ecologist studying droughts to an
evolutionary evangelist with plans to save a dying species. He treks through the woods with activists,
biologists, and foresters, each with their own role to play in the fight for the uncertain future of our
environment. An eye-opening investigation into forest migration past and present, The Journeys of Trees
examines how we can all help our trees, and our planet, survive and thrive.
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Reef Life
Like many coral specialists fifteen years ago, Veron thought Australia's Great Barrier Reef was
impervious to climate change. Then he saw for himself the devastation that elevated sea temperatures
can inflict on corals.

My Penguin Year
Dive in and explore the wonders of the ocean and its inhabitants in this lyrical, fact-filled ode to the sea!
This beautifully illustrated picture book features extensive nonfiction backmatter for further exploration.
We are young. The sea is old. The sea has secrets to unfold. The sea knows. In this playful, rhyming
celebration of the marine world, readers can explore all of the wondrous things the sea knows. It knows
huge whales and small krill; it knows short crabs and tall giant kelp; it knows brightly colored starfish in
shallow pools; and in the inky depths it knows the alluring jewel of an anglerfish’s glowing lure.
Discover all of the strange and magnificent underwater creatures in this accessible tribute to the power
and mystery of the ocean.

The Ocean of Life
A fascinating journey through 1,000 years of human exploitation and exploration of the sea.
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The Reef: A Passionate History: The Great Barrier Reef from Captain Cook to
Climate Change
Hailed by David Attenborough, proclaimed a second Charles Darwin, John 'Charlie' Veron almost didn't
become a scientist. Disheartened at school, by chance he won a scholarship to a university where he
could indulge his passion for the natural world. It was scuba diving that returned him to his childhood
love of marine life, and led to a career as a self-taught coral specialist, a field he revolutionised. His
discoveries include an original concept of what a species is, and the mechanism that dives their
evolution – matters that lie at the heart of conservation. He has named more coral species than anyone in
history, becoming widely known as the Godfather of Coral. Charlie has dived most of the world’s coral
reefs, revelling in their beauty. Here he explains what they say about our planet’s past and future, and
why it’s critical they be protected. And also why it’s critical that scholarly independence be
safeguarded, for it was the freedom Charlie had as a young scientist – to be wayward, to take risks – that
allowed his astonishing breakthroughs. 'Charlie Veron isn’t just a coral scientist, he’s a pathfinder, a
scout who’s been sending back dispatches on the future of our planet for decades. If ever there was a
moment for Australians to listen up and act on what he’s learnt, it’s now.' Tim Winton ‘Charlie Veron
is a ravishing writer. He shares Darwin’s passionate love of nature, forensic brilliance, courage and
compassion. His gritty, inspiring and thrilling life symbolises why we must all work to save our planet’s
most spectacular marine environment.’ Iain McCalman ‘This is the story of one of my heroes, not just a
world expert but someone who has been fearless in trying to protect a natural wonder. And to think he
became a marine scientist by chance. Charlie’s story reads with flair, clarity and a sense of adventure. A
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compelling book for our turbulent times.’ Robyn Williams

The Mystery at the Coral Reef
We have long been fascinated with the oceans and sought "to pierce the profundity" of their depths. But
the history of marine science also tells us a lot about ourselves. Antony Adler explores the ways in
which scientists, politicians, and the public have invoked ocean environments in imagining the fate of
humanity and of the planet.

Coral Reef Curiosities
"This autobiography is a charming and accurate telling by a modest man whose brilliant career has
allowed millions to venture into the sea and feel what Dave feels when he's underwater—without getting
wet!"—John E. McCosker, Director Emeritus, Steinhart Aquarium, San Francisco "Dave Powell is one of
the giants in the development of the modern public aquarium. His great talents and skill have come from
years of working with the technology of public aquariums, and also from a great love of the sea. This
book is a wonderful tale of his adventures (and misadventures) as he worked to capture the essence of
the ocean and bring it to public view."—Bruce Carlson, Director, Waikiki Aquarium, Honolulu "Gobies,
jellyfish, coelacanth, white sharks—it's all here. A delightfully written book detailing the experiences of
the most innovative aquarist of our time. This book is a must read for anyone fascinated by looking
through an aquarium viewing window."—Jerry Goldsmith, Vice President, SeaWorld of California
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Coral Reefs
Take a breathtaking plunge into the colorful world of the Coral Triangle, the waters that cradle
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands and Timor-Leste. One of
the world's most mature reef networks, home to 30 percent of all the world's coral, this magnificent
marine expanse boasts the highest diversity of coral and fish species on the planet. Underwater
photographer Chris Leidy beautifully captures a vision of this wonderland through his lens and conveys
the inherent complexities of each singular, fleeting scene, illustrating the vital magic of the Coral
Triangle. Comprising the most biodiverse ecosystems on our planet, oceans are humanity's life-support
system, processing more carbon dioxide than rainforests. Featuring a passionate text by Fabien
Cousteau, The Coral Triangle presents the underwater world as a complex realm filled with vibrant life,
inviting readers to fall in love with its majesty, and inspiring deeper understanding of the fragility of
coral reefs and the unparalleled importance of taking action to protect our oceans.

Oceanology
Our seas are host to an extraordinary variety of plant and animal life, but much of it remains mysterious
and great imagery is surprisingly hard to find. Alex Mustard is one of the world's leading underwater
photographers and his images are so crisp and immediate that the animals seem to swim out of the water
towards you. This beautiful book gathers together a selection of his award-winning images and a number
of new ones to create a vivid picture of the seas and oceans and the animals that inhabit them, each
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chapter accompanied by a 1500 word essay and extended captions written by leading natural history
writer, Professor Callum Roberts. The text addresses the issue of change in the oceans along with tales
of oceanography, marine life and human history in the seas and aims to help the reader to get to know
the oceans, understand how marine animals live their lives and how they have, are and may well adapt to
change.

Smart Kids: Coral Reef
What happens when one harrowing incident changes your life, splitting it between before and after? On
the fourth day of what Lara Naughton thought would be two weeks of bliss in Belize, she was kidnapped
and assaulted by a man pretending to be a cabdriver. Held in the depths of the tropical forest—alone with
the jaguar Man—she found that compassion was her only defense. Lara’s survival and journey of healing
is poignant, compelling, and exceptional. Bending the limits of reality, she uses myth to process her
experience. As Lara seeks a new understanding of herself, her lyrical, haunting prose reveals a belief
that there is room for compassion—for self and and others—even in the midst of violence. Lara Naughton
is an author and documentary playwright. Her work includes Never Fight a Shark in the Water: The
Wrongful Conviction of Gregory Bright. She is a certified Compassion Cultivation Trainer through The
Center for Compassion and Altruism Research and Education (CCARE) at Stanford University School
of Medicine. She lives and teaches in New Orleans.

A Life Underwater
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Can a conflicted dive leader keep from drowning amidst a midlife crisis, a break up, an attempted
murder, and the changing of his beloved Hawaiian paradise? Ravi Rockulz is a dive leader in Hawaii
with good friends, good times, and plenty of willing female tourists. But something is missing, and rapid
development is displacing the magic of his island home. The influx of new residents seeking Paradise
and demanding modern conveniences is making things painfully similar to that scab on the earth, LA.
An unexpected heartthrob leads to sudden growth in a break-up and attempted murder. It’s enough to
push a guy out of his rut: Tahiti calls, untrammeled and pure. Rediscovering reef love, passion and a
keen eye through a lens, he seeks artistic expression. He captures aquatic life and social order in
compelling portraiture, along with vibrancy and abundance long gone on the reefs of Hawaii. A motherand-child duet of Moorish idols, brightly banded coral shrimp the local divers take for granted, Pyramid
butterflies in a hundred-foot column, and massive muscular sharks drifting the passes at Rangiroa round
out the spiritual flight. Reef Dog delineates the tide rip between business and nature. Exotic characters
and settings follow a scuba diver from Eilat to Hawaii, through the crisis of middle age. A man struggles
to stay afloat, as livelihood and socially acceptable behavior become flotsam, providing marginal
buoyancy in a world adrift. Then comes showbiz. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca,
and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in
fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic
and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including
Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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Reef Life
Sylvia Earle first lost her heart to the ocean as a young girl when she discovered the wonders of the Gulf
of Mexico in her backyard. As an adult, she dives even deeper. Whether she's designing submersibles,
swimming with the whales, or taking deep-water walks, Sylvia Earle has dedicated her life to learning
more about what she calls "the blue heart of the planet." With stunningly detailed pictures of the
wonders of the sea, Life in the Ocean tells the story of Sylvia's growing passion and how her ocean
exploration and advocacy have made her known around the world. This picture book biography also
includes an informative author's note that will motivate young environmentalists. Life in the Ocean is
one of The Washington Post's Best Kids Books of 2012

The Sea Knows
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and
their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest
desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured
his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote
and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated,
the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to
leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a
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family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -From publisher description.

Secrets of the Seas
A Silent Spring for oceans, written by "the Rachel Carson of the fish world" (The New York Times)
Who can forget the sense of wonder with which they discovered the creatures of the deep? In this vibrant
hymn to the sea, Callum Roberts—one of the world’s foremost conservation biologists—leads readers on a
fascinating tour of mankind’s relationship to the sea, from the earliest traces of water on earth to the
oceans as we know them today. In the process, Roberts looks at how the taming of the oceans has
shaped human civilization and affected marine life. We have always been fish eaters, from the dawn of
civilization, but in the last twenty years we have transformed the oceans beyond recognition. Putting our
exploitation of the seas into historical context, Roberts offers a devastating account of the impact of
modern fishing techniques, pollution, and climate change, and reveals what it would take to steer the
right course while there is still time. Like Four Fish and The Omnivore’s Dilemma, The Ocean of Life
takes a long view to tell a story in which each one of us has a role to play.

The Jaguar Man
Meet the world's most fascinating sea creatures—see the lives and curiosities of colorful fish and coral
reefs—this spectacular volume has more than 300 color photos and extraordinary text from a leading
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marine biologist and underwater photographer, and the international expert on seahorses. In this richly
informative volume, brimming with new discoveries and more than three hundred colorful images of
jaw-dropping fish and coral reefs, you'll swim in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans; you'll be
dazzled in the Coral Triangle and amazed in Triton Bay. Up close you'll meet the Cenderawasih fairy
wrasse, with its florescent yellow streak; the polka-dot longnose filefish; and the multicolored
seadragon. There are scarlet-colored corals, baby-blue sponges, daffodil crinoids, and all sorts of
mystifying creatures that change color at the drop of a hat. The whale shark is almost larger than life and
the author's beloved pygmy seahorse, unless photographed, is almost too tiny to see. The wondrous
creatures inside are charmers and tricksters and excel in the arts of seduction and deception, and you'll
have the rare chance to see and delight in their antics. You'll also learn what they eat, how they play, and
how they care for one another, live on one another, and mimic others when they're afraid. There is also
compelling insight into the naming process, which sea creatures are facing extinction, and how we can
help them before it's too late.

The Enchanted Braid
Enter the delicate, complex world of underwater life through extraordinarily detailed, hand-drawn
illustrations and newly updated text. The Marine Biology Coloring Book will serve as an excellent
resource and guide. The process of coloring will focus your attention and leave a visual imprint on your
memory. Details on the natural coloration of the plants and animals illustrated will help you create an
accurate picture of the ocean world. The text provides a clear introduction to major marine environments
as well as an examination of the lifestyles and interactions of the organisms that inhabit them. This
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expanded edition offers vital information on ocean currents and global weather, including an explanation
of El Nino, the deep-sea realm, and the newest deep-sea diving research vessels. Enjoy the process of
creating your own beautiful, full-color reference while you explore a fascinating hidden world. Both the
serious student of marine biology and the weekend beachcomber will gain a better understanding of
ocean life by coloring The Marine Biology Coloring Book.

Life in a Coral Reef
A Reef in Time
A fascinating guide to a career in marine biology written by bestselling journalist Virginia Morell and
based on the real-life experiences of an expert in the field—essential reading for someone considering a
path to this profession. For the last two decades, Dr. Robin Baird has spent two months out of each year
aboard a twenty-four-foot Zodiac boat in the waters off the big island of Hawai'i, researching the twentyfive species of whales and dolphins that live in the Pacific Ocean. His life may seem an impossible
dream—but his career path from being the first person in his family to graduate college to becoming the
leading expert on some of Hawai'i's marine mammals was full of twists and turns. Join Baird aboard his
Zodiac for a candid look at the realities of life as a research scientist, from the ever-present struggles to
secure grants and publish new data, to the joys of helping to protect the ocean and its inhabitants. You’ll
also learn pro tips, like the unexpected upsides to not majoring in marine biology and the usefulness of
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hobbies like sailing, birdwatching, photography, and archery. (You’ll need good aim to tag animals with
the tiny recording devices that track their movements.) Becoming a Marine Biologist is an essential
guide for anyone looking to turn a passion for the natural world into a career. This is the most valuable
informational interview you’ll have—required reading for anyone considering this challenging yet
rewarding path.

Life in the Ocean
With help from their cousin Harry, eight-year-old twins Ella and Ethan discover who is illegally taking
coral from the reefs near their aunt and uncle's beach house on the shore of Australia's Coral Sea.

Reefdog
There is a growing crisis in our oceans: mysterious outbreaks of infectious disease are on the rise.
Marine epidemics can cause mass die-offs of wildlife from the bottom to the top of food chains,
impacting the health of ocean ecosystems as well as lives on land. Portending global environmental
disaster, ocean outbreaks are fueled by warming seas, sewage dumping, unregulated aquaculture, and
drifting plastic. Ocean Outbreak follows renowned scientist Drew Harvell and her colleagues into the
field as they investigate how four iconic marine animals--corals, abalone, salmon, and starfish--have
been devastated by disease. Based on over twenty years of research, this firsthand account of the
sometimes gradual, sometimes exploding impact of disease on our ocean's biodiversity ends with
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solutions and a call to action. Only through policy changes and the implementation of innovative
solutions from nature can we reduce major outbreaks, save some ocean ecosystems, and protect our
fragile environment.

Citizens of the Sea
The Brilliant Deep is the proud recipient of the ALA Notable Children's Books Award, the NSTA-CBC
Best STEM Trade Books Award, the Junior Library Guild Selection and the ILA Teacher's Choices. All
it takes is one: one coral gamete to start a colony in the ocean, one person to make a difference in the
world, one idea to help us heal the earth. The ongoing conservation efforts to save and rebuild the
world's coral reefs—with hammer and glue, and grafts of newly grown coral—are the living legacy of
environmental scientist Ken Nedimyer, founder of the Coral Restoration Foundation. In telling the story
of this sea conservation pioneer and marine life protector, Kate Messner and Matthew Forsythe create a
stunning tribute to the wonders of nature and the power of human hope—a power even the smallest
readers can access in their quest to aid our extraordinary planet. Recommended by experts for children
who are reading independently and transitioning to longer books, The Brilliant Deep is perfect for the
following reading categories: • Books for Kids Ages 5-9 • Children's Books for Kindergarten – 3rd
Grade • Nonfiction Science Studies Education • Summer Reading

The World Beneath
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A hugely affecting memoir by the world's leading coral reef scientist, revealing the thrill of diving and
the vital science and story of these majestic reefs. How did one of the world’s preeminent marine
conservation scientists fall in love with coral reefs? We first meet Callum as a young student who had
never been abroad, spending a summer helping to map the unknown reefs of Saudi Arabia. From that
moment, when Callum first cleared his goggles, he never looked back. He went on to survey Sharm alSheikh, and from there he would dive into the deep in the name of research all over the world, from
Australia’s imperiled Great Barrier Reef to the hardier reefs of the Caribbean. Reef Life is filled with
astonishing stories of adventure and the natural world, which are by turns lyrical and laced with a
wonderful wry humor. Callum illuminates the science of our oceans and reefs and his book, combined
with the stunning photographs from Alex Mustard, will also commit readers to support Callum’s goal to
preserve 10 percent of the world’s oceans.

Neptune's Laboratory
This easily accessible, lavishly illustrated book chronicles the secret lives of coral reef animals, and the
worldwide, age-old connections between humankind and the planet's most diverse ecosystem. As reefs
face environmental change, knowing their secrets provides a foundation for protecting them.

The Marine Biology Coloring Book, 2e
Provides photographs and text to discuss the geographic distribution and conservation status of coral
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reefs in the Atlantic and Eastern Pacific, the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia, and the Pacific.

The Unnatural History of the Sea
Learning marine biology from a textbook is one thing. But take readers to the bottom of the sea in a
submarine to discover living fossils or to coral reefs to observe a day in the life of an octopus, and the
sea and its splendors come into focus, in brilliant colors and with immediacy. In Sensuous Seas, Eugene
Kaplan offers readers an irresistibly irreverent voyage to the world of sea creatures, with a look at their
habitats, their beauty and, yes, even their sex lives. A marine biologist who has built fish farms in Africa
and established a marine laboratory in Jamaica, Kaplan takes us to oceans across the world to experience
the lives of their inhabitants, from the horribly grotesque to the exquisitely beautiful. In chapters with
titles such as "Fiddler on the Root" (reproductive rituals of fiddler crabs) and "Size Does Count" (why
barnacles have the largest penis, comparatively, in the animal kingdom), Kaplan ventures inside coral
reefs to study mating parrotfish; dives 740 feet in a submarine to find living fossils; explains what results
from swallowing a piece of living octopus tentacle; and describes a shark attack on a friend. The book is
a sensuous blend of sparkling prose and 150 beautiful illustrations that clarify the science. Each chapter
opens with an exciting personal anecdote that leads into the scientific exploration of a distinct inhabitant
of the sea world--allowing the reader to experience firsthand the incredible complexity of sea life. A oneof-a-kind memoir that unfolds in remarkable reaches of ocean few of us can ever visit for ourselves,
Sensuous Seas brings the underwater world back to living room and classroom alike. Readers will be
surprised at how much marine biology they have learned while being amused.
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The Glass Castle
Stretching 1,400 miles along the Australian coast and visible from space, the Great Barrier Reef is home
to three thousand individual reefs, more than nine hundred islands, and thousands of marine species, and
has alternately been viewed as a deadly maze, an economic bounty, a scientific frontier, and a precarious
World Heritage site. Now the historian and explorer Iain McCalman takes us on a new adventure into
the reef to reveal how our shifting perceptions of the natural world have shaped this extraordinary
seascape. Showcasing the lives of twenty individuals spanning more than two centuries, The Reef
highlights our profound desire to conquer, understand, embrace, and ultimately save the world's most
complex ocean ecosystem. Opening with the story of Captain James Cook, who sailed unknowingly into
the southwest entrance of this vast network of coral outcroppings, McCalman shows how Cook spent
months navigating this treacherous underwater labyrinth, struggling to keep his crew alive and his ship
afloat, sparring with deceptive shoals and wary native islanders. Through a series of dramatic tales from
intrepid explorers, unwitting castaways, inquisitive naturalists, enchanted artists, and impassioned
environmentalists who have collectively shaped our ideas about the Great Barrier Reef, McCalman
demonstrates how this grand natural wonder of the world was built as much by human imagination as by
the industrious, beautiful creatures of the sea. A romantic, historically significant book and a deeply
personal journey into the heart of a marine environment in peril, The Reef powerfully captures the
delicate relationship between humanity and the natural world.

Becoming a Marine Biologist
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Learn about the life cycle of a green sea turtle and its coral reef habitat in this beautifully illustrated
picture book. With backmatter on coral reefs, sea turtles, activities for teachers, and more, this book will
be staple in your child's library or elementary classroom. Follow a tiny baby sea turtle named Kiki as she
scrambles across the sandy beach and into the sea! Floating far out in the ocean, Kiki grows to become a
gentle giant, and soon finds her new home in a beautiful coral reef. There she discovers fish and coral of
all sizes, and learns how every creature helps out each other, along with a few other surprises: a gang of
tangs helps clean the algae growing on her shell, anemones help hide clownfish from predators,
seahorses use camouflage, and even more. But something calls Kiki back to the beach . . . and soon she
lays her own set of eggs! Soon, she will be a mother to a new group of baby sea turtles. Backmatter
includes: Additional facts and information: about coral reefs, kinds of coral, how sea creatures like
clownfish and anemones work in symbiosis, kinds of sea turtles, and more Activities for teachers:
including creating Venn diagrams for different species of turtles, a coral reef scavenger hunt, and more
Additional resources: for further reading and classroom exploration, including the Sea Turtle
Conservancy website, NOAA Coral Reef Conservation website, a biography of scientist Archie Carr,
and more

Here Is the Coral Reef
Introduces the coral reefs in the oceans through descriptions and photographs, including creatures that
live in reefs, locations of the world's coral reefs, and why the reefs are endangered.
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The Brilliant Deep
Dive into this uniquely elegant visual exploration of the sea An informative and utterly beautiful
introduction to marine life and the ocean environment, Oceanology brings the riches of the underwater
world onto the printed page. Astounding photography reveals an abundance of life, from microscopic
plankton to great whales, seaweed to starfish. Published in association with the Natural History
Museum, the book explores every corner of the oceans, from coral reefs and mangrove swamps to deep
ocean trenches. Along the way, and with the help of clear, simple illustrations, it explains how life has
adapted to the marine environment, revealing for example how a stonefish delivers its lethal venom and
how a sponge sustains itself by sifting food from passing currents. It also examines the physical forces
and processes that shape the oceans, from global circulation systems and tides to undersea volcanoes and
tsunamis. To most of us, the marine world is out of reach. But with the help of photography and the
latest technology, Oceanology brings us up close to animals, plants, and other living things that inhabit a
fantastic and almost incomprehensibly beautiful other dimension.

Coral Reef Guide
Coral reefs are beautiful underwater cities that bustle with excitement and activity. From clown fish to
spiny lobsters, hundreds of plants and animals live on coral reefs, making them one of nature's greatest
treasures. What happens during a typical day in these marine metropolises? Read and find out!
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Coral Whisperers
Reef Life is a marine science memoir - the story of how Britain's pre-eminent marine conservation
scientist, fell in love with coral reefs. Callum Roberts begins as a young university student who had
never been abroad, spending a summer helping to map the unknown reefs of Saudi Arabia. From the
moment he first cleared his goggles, he's never looked back, moving on to survey Sharm al-Sheikh, and
from there diving and researching all over the world, including the Australia's imperilled Great Barrier
Reef and the more resilient reefs of the Caribbean, in a thirty-year career. His stories are astonishing,
lyrical and laced with a wonderful wry humour - and they allow us privileged access to, and
understanding of, the science of our oceans and reefs. Reading this book will also commit readers to
support of Callum's goal to get marine reserve status for ten percent of the world's ocean.

Reef Life
Explores the natural history of coral reefs, from microscopic zooplankton to the majestic Great Barrier
Reef

A Fascination for Fish
Introduces coral reefs, including how they are made, where they are in the world, and why the world's
coral reefs are in danger.
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Sensuous Seas
In recent years, a catastrophic global bleaching event devastated many of the world’s precious coral
reefs. Working on the front lines of ruin, today’s coral scientists are struggling to save these important
coral reef ecosystems from the imminent threats of rapidly warming, acidifying, and polluted oceans.
Coral Whisperers captures a critical moment in the history of coral reef science. Gleaning insights from
over one hundred interviews with leading scientists and conservation managers, Irus Braverman
documents a community caught in an existential crisis and alternating between despair and hope. In this
important new book, corals emerge not only as signs and measures of environmental catastrophe, but
also as catalysts for action.

Ocean Outbreak
Adventure writing at its best, Submerged is the first book on the remarkable story of America's elite
underwater archeology team. Daniel Lenihan recounts experiences from his 25 years as founder and
head of the award-winning Submerged Cultural Resources Unit (SCRU) team of the U.S. National Park
Service, world-class divers - talented archeologists, historians, and photographers&$151;charged with
the mission of surveying, mapping, investigating, and protecting shipwrecks and sites that constitute
America's sunken heritage. In Submerged, Lenihan takes the reader on a kaleidoscope of the team's
underwater experiences from 1975 to the present - from Florida caves to ancient ruins covered by
reservoirs in the desert southwest; to a WWII Japanese submarine off the Alaskan coast; to the lower
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rings of hell to retrieve the bodies of drowned divers; to gripping accounts of personal survival in
underwater caves, ships, and submerged buildings. Displaying a passion for extreme diving combined
with disciplined professionalism as park ranger-archeologists, the SCRU team tackles astonishing, often
harrowing assignments, including; The Isle Royale shipwrecks; Surveying ten large ships sunk from the
mid-19th to mid-20th centuries in the middle of the frigid and deep Lake Superior. The USS Arizona in
Pearl Harbor; Executing the largest mapping project ever conducted underwater, and his personal
impressions as the first deep diver to explore and video the entire ship in 1983 Excavating the hull of the
HL Hunley, the first submarine in history to sink an enemy ship, in Charleston Harbor during the Civil
War Resurveying of the ships sunk by atomic bombs at Bikini Atoll, including the aircraft carrier USS
Saratoga and Japanese battleship Nagato With an aggressive preservation ethic, the team discovers and
documents shipwrecks from Florida to Alaska, and even studies the haunts of pirates and prehistoric
cultures in Micronesia. This engaging book, written with a mixture of wonder, intensity, pathos and
humor, records for the first time the historic and social significance of the underwater research programs
conducted by this fascinating unit of the U.S. National Park Service. Sure to delight anyone interested in
diving, archeology, American history, adventure, and rescure missions, this fast-paced volume brings an
entirely new perspective to the marvels of America's underwater treasures.

The Journeys of Trees: A Story about Forests, People, and the Future
Taking you to places no one has ever gone before, and blending memoir, adventure, and science, Into
the Planet is a riveting account of one of the most dangerous yet exhilarating pursuits in the world:
diving to the centre of the earth. "If I die, it will be in the most glorious place that nobody has ever
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seen." As one of the most celebrated cave divers in the world, Jill Heinerth has seen the planet in a way
almost no one has. In a workday, she might swim below your home, through conduits in volcanoes or
cracks in the world's largest iceberg. She's an explorer, a scientist's eyes and hands
underwater—discovering new species and examining our finite freshwater reserves—and a filmmaker
documenting the wonders of underwater life. Often the lone woman in a male-dominated domain, she
tests the limits of human endurance at every tight turn, risking her life with each mission. To not only
survive in this world but excel, Jill has had to learn how to master self-doubt like no other. With
gripping storytelling that radiates intimacy, Into the Planet will transport you deep into the most
exquisite, untouched corners of the earth, where fear must be reconciled and the innermost parts of the
human condition are revealed.

World Atlas of Coral Reefs
A "remarkable memoir" (Nature) of life with an emperor penguin colony, gorgeously illustrated with 32
pages of exclusive photography For 337 days, award-winning wildlife cameraman Lindsay McCrae
intimately followed 11,000 emperor penguins amid the singular beauty of Antarctica. This is his
masterful chronicle of one penguin colony’s astonishing journey of life, death, and rebirth—and of the
extraordinary human experience of living amongst them in the planet’s harshest environment. A miracle
occurs each winter in Antarctica. As temperatures plummet 60° below zero and the sea around the
remote southern continent freezes, emperors—the largest of all penguins—begin marching up to 100 miles
over solid ice to reach their breeding grounds. They are the only animals to breed in the depths of this,
the worst winter on the planet; and in an unusual role reversal, the males incubate the eggs, fasting for
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over 100 days to ensure they introduce their chicks safely into their new frozen world. My Penguin Year
recounts McCrae's remarkable adventure to the end of the Earth. He observed every aspect of a breeding
emperor's life, facing the inevitable sacrifices that came with living his childhood dream, and grappling
with the personal obstacles that, being over 15,000km away from the comforts of home, almost proved
too much. Out of that experience, he has written an unprecedented portrait of Antarctica’s most
extraordinary residents.
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